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Worm factory 360 instructions

The printer-friendly version can also control useful Worm Factory Set-up YouTube videos! Read all the instructions. Immediately install the trash can so that when the worms arrive, the food will be ready for them. Place the coconut fiber Bed Block in a bucket with about 3 liters of water. Warm water will work faster and feel better when you are ready to process
fiber. Place one of the feed trays on the collector/base tray. Put 2-4 sheets of newspaper on the tray to cover the holes (the paper will overlap on the sides, this is good). Use only this layer of paper for this first launch tray; Never in any of the trays below! Now scoop out the coconut fiber out of the bucket in the palm, squeezing out the excess nema, so that the
fiber is neged like a wrung-out sponge. You want the beds to be deserable, not wedded. Mix a few handfuls of rich, dark soil and/or compost with a handful of rich, dark soil and/or compost to seed bedding with microorganisms that break down organic matter and make them available for worms. (DON'T USE The store bought things that have chemical
fertilizers in it quite often because they buy pottery mix or compost. Chemical fertilizer will kill worms overnight!) Now place 2 handfuls of food waste on top of the coir, so that when the worms arrive there will be ready food for them. Cover with 2-4 inches shredded and desized, not newspaper dripping. When the worms arrive, place them on the coir fiber
surface, under a layer of shattered dewdly newspapers. They quickly disappear under the surface of the bed. I can use my boxes to hold a 3-fork hand garden cultivator on top and remove the layer of shattered destititiated newspapers; He's keeping my hands clean. Bed/waste/shredded newspaper mix/layers can reach the top of this first tray from the
beginning, but don't be tempted to put it on the next tray for a few months. The beds in the first tray will settle and over time become more compact. Worms reduce the volume of all these organic substances by two-thirds over time to three-quarters of their original volume. When you see worms actively related to the waste you have previously fed, you can
feed them more. DO NOT ON FEED!!! Make sure the deserized grated newspaper cover the food exposed on the top tray with 2-4 inches. This layer of the newspaper is very important for its breeding, pest control, C:N ratio and casting quality. The paper's going to run out eventually. Just replace the shredded paper as needed. If you leave the worms
unclaimed, put 6 pieces of shredded paper in the trash; It doesn't heat up like food. When the next tray is added: When the top tray is converted into a mixture of vermikompost and casting, and the top of the tray reaches then it is time to add the next tray. Scrape an inch of compost from the tray and (DON'T MAKE FLAT PLACES DON'T first launch tray then
newspaper on any new trays again.) Feed and damped shredded newspaper cover with 2-4 inches. When to harvest: When 3 or 5 trays are full, remove and empty the bottom tray using its contents as any pottery mixture, soil or compost mixture 20%. Now the empty tray will be the new top tray. Maintenance: If the system gets too wet or hot, the worms will
spread down. We recommend cleaning the collector tray every two months, placing back high-end (if any) with a hose on a flower bed so that it is not wasted any vermicompost or tea. DO NOT POUR WATER OVER YOUR BEDS. Fog when the paper dries. The design of garbage heed, condensation produced from decay, often provides sufficient dehulege
to your system. If the shredded moist newspaper dries, there may be fog with water to moisturize it. If you want more WORM CASTINGS TEA just one night you get a gallon of tying water upright and a lower tray and a cup of well-processed casting that you use within 12-24 hours. for aquatic plants.                                                                        © 2008 Happy
D Ranch Above content Happy D Ranch private intellectual property.  Although it is permissable to print articles for personal educational purposes, they cannot be reproduced in part or in part without our written permission.  Individuals, groups or businesses that infringe this copyright will be prosecuted to the greatest extent of the law.  Happy D Ranch is
used with permission to images and articles that do not have originals. Jennifer Wilber works as an ESL instructor, substitute teacher and freelance writer. He is Creative Writing and English. How the new Worm Factory 360 holds a B.A. to install the vermicomposting stacking tray system. What is Jennifer Wilber Worm Factory 360? Worm Factory 360 is a
vermicomnding system consisting of stackable trays that makes indoor vermicomposting easy for anyone, even people with little space. This stackable vermicomposting system makes it simple to create and harvest vermicompost in your home. With traditional single-compartment vermicomposting boxes, it is difficult to sort worms and in-process compost
material from finished compost material. With this stackable can of worms, worms migrate upwards towards new foodstuffs, and finished compost away, making it easy to harvest finished vermicompost. This nutrient-rich organic compost can be used in your home plants or garden. Since the system allows new trays to pile on top of each other, this system
also take up very little space and allows everyone to start composting in their home. If properly installed and well maintained, worm factory 360 does not smell bad even when held Even people living in homes in city apartments or suburbs can reduce the amount of garbage they send to compost at home and garbage using this method. Processes using
vermicomposting worms, usually red wigglers (Eisenia fetida), to open organic waste known as vermicompost or worm dumping into nutrient-rich organic fertilizer. Compost can be done almost anywhere, including in small city apartments. Worm Factory 360 comes with almost everything you need to start (Note: the hand nk is a different yellow that should
come with the system in the picture). In addition to these items, the system also comes with bed materials. Jennifer Wilber you may also want to take a pH meter to test the acidity of the trash can, and you can make a hand broom and dustpan to clear up any mess. Worm Factory360.Extra trays are also recommended later if you need to expand jennifer
wilberne is included in the system, and what else do you need to start? Worm Factory 360 comes with most of the items you need to get started. Should be included in the package:4 stacking trays with a spigot collection base worm ladder sprinkler tray feeding tips bed materials (shredded newspaper and coconut coir) a thermometer of worm minerals a dew
meter plastic hand nudge-I bought mine, hand nudge was not included, so I had to buy your own (blue novelty hand nudge) pictured. A scraper worms need to be purchased separately. Red wiggler compost worms (Eisenia fetida) can be purchased online or at the local garden supply store. I bought mine online at Uncle Jim's Worm Farm. If you choose to
order them online, choose to order from a company that is relatively close to you and make sure the weather is not too hot or too cold during the time your worms will be transiting. If you order the worms make sure that they will be at home to bring worms in them shortly after delivery. You may also want to take a pH meter to test the acidity of your system
when you start your vermicompost adventure. If you properly adjust your system and follow the appropriate feeding protocols, you will most likely maintain the proper pH balance, but it is good to check from time to time. You may also want to take a small hand broom and powder pan to keep with vermicomposting ingredients. Sometimes you can get scattered
from vermicomposting! The worm ladder sitting on top. Mine's dirty for a year and a half when this picture is taken. It's going to happen. Jennifer WilberAssembling Your Worm Factory 360Solucan Factory 360 is very easy to assemble. To install the Worm Factory 360 system before starting the first worm tray and adding your red-moved worms there are a few
simple steps required. First, set the base you want to keep It's a wormbox. This can be a mud room, laundry room, connected garage, bathroom, or want to keep a wormbox elsewhere. Put the whisper tray under the monsoon on top. Add a small amount of water to the base to make sure that the monsoon does not leak. You can drain the water into the
whisper tray and throw the water away after confirming that the monsoon is working. Turn off the faucet before moving on to the next step. (Where this faucet drains any extra liquid, called leachate, can accumulate under the bin if there is too much water. This leachate can be used for flowers or grass, but this compost tea should be treated with caution, as it
is not the same thing.) Next, set the worm ladder to the base. This square track looks like a ramp with a large square hole in the center. This helps you get back into any wormalt tray that find its way into the base. This basically helps prevent the drowning of worms if there is accumulated leachate. Now put one of the trays on top of the base and worm ladder.
Now you're ready to set up your first tray. You need to line up your first tray with papers like this or newspaper (avoid glossy papers). Additional trays do not need to be covered with paper. Jennifer WilberA tray will appear something like this filled with worms, food, compost and bedding supplies. This is a feeding tray that has been in use for several weeks. A
layer of beds covers the rest of the tray. Jennifer Wilber Start First Tray and Worms Add, there are a few simple steps to follow to start the first tray and introduce red wigglers for the new home. The first tray requires a little more maintenance to install more of these additional trays that you will add once in the future. Sort the tray with brown wrapping paper (as
you sometimes get in Amazon packages) or paper like a newspaper. This helps prevent worms from entering the base and getting stuck or drowning. Although the worm ladder is there to help them find their way back to the tray, it is best to avoid as much as possible by dropping the tray. Fill the tray with bed material. The system shattered newspaper comes
with a bag and a block of coconut coir. Use these ingredients for bedding on your first tray. Start by putting a block of coconut coir in a bucket and adding about 2 cups of water. Soak until the coconut coir is fully expanded. This should have the consistency of a squeeze-out sponge - not too dry, but soaking or. Mix in the shredded newspaper to get a bed to
the appropriate level of demyd. After readying the bedding, add it to the tray on the paper covering the bottom. Mix into some ply bearing to help maintain the level of demyd. You may also want to add a handful of finished compost, garden soil or leaf litter If the wormbox has useful microorganisms to instill in the new worm box to speed up the dew process.
This is optional. In one corner of the trash can add a small amount of food under the bed. Although these worms prefer certain types of fruits and vegetables, organic waste can be of almost any kind. Red wiggler worms (Eisenia fetida) Worm Factory 360, add together with the bed they came from. It is best to start with about 1 pound of these worms, which are
about 1000 individual worms. It can take them a few days to get used to their new environment and start processing the first food party. If they do not seem to burrowing into their new home, you may want to shine a light on the bin for a few days to keep the lid closed and encourage them to nest (red wigglers will prefer darkness and nest to get away from the
light). Paper or other bed material is the bed lid with a deserate sheet, then put the lid on the tray. Wait a few days before checking the worms to see if they have ate the food in the first batch. Dig a hole in the bed to add food. Cover this food with bed materials before closing the trash can. Jennifer WilberFeeding Your Red WigglerWormsRed wigglers
although they have preferences, you will eat almost every organic ingredient you put in the bin, and there are some foods you should avoid adding large quantities. Favorite foods of red wigglers include melon peels, banana peels, zucchini, fruit and vegetable peeling and peeling leaves and coffee used. To prevent some foods are large quantities of garlic,
onions, salty foods, fatty foods and meat. Small quantities of these things may be ok, but large quantities can go uneaded and cause the trash can to start smelling. If you are using these items in the trash can, mix them with other foodstuffs and beds. While many articles about vermicomposting have never claimed to put meat in a worm box, I have tested
adding small quantities of finely cut meat left over, and I love worms! When you add food, be sure to add new bed materials, such as coconut indringuding, cardboard, dry leaves or pieces of paper that are not glossy. This is important to keep nitrogen and carbon levels balanced in the bin to maintain a suitable balance of greens and brown. Worm factory 360
comes with 4 trays to start with, but you can add up to seven, three trays. Jennifer WilberAdding Additional TraysIt's even easier to add the same tray than to start your first tray. When your first tray is full, take a container full of worm minerals included in your Worm Factory 360 and add it to the full tray. Next, set a second tray on top of the first tray. Add new
bedding to this second tray, just like you did on the first tray (aligning this tray with the paper Now start feeding on this tray. Your worms will eventually migrate. Will. On this tray to find food. The Worm Factory 360 comes with four trays, but can be expanded to seven total trays. Extra trays are usually available in packages of 2 Worm Factory 360 trays. This
vermicompost is ready for use in plants. There's still some visible cardboard left. Jennifer WilberHarvesting Your Finished Worm CastingsNe often and depending on how many worms feed, the first tray of vermikompost should be ready to harvest in about six months. Additional trays can be harvested monthly. Stackable Worm Factory harvests 360 easily
finished compost. You will know that your compost is black, crumbled and you no longer see pieces of certifiable organic matter in compost. Most of the worms will have migrated to higher trays by now, though most likely you will still find some worms in the finished compost. To harvest the bottom tray, remove the lid of the system and place it upside down.
Then lift all the trays currently in use except the bottom tray and place them on top of the lid (which can be heavy if you have several trays of processing). Check compost on the bottom tray to see if it looks ready. You can scoop the finished compost from this tray as needed or take the whole party to where you want to use it. Before harvesting to look for
worms, you may want to dig with a hand thrudge in this tray, placing worms in the top feed tray that you find in finished compost. Place the still processed trays back on the base. After emptying the finished compost tray, you can use it again the next time you want to add a new tray. Red wigglers (Eisenia fetida) vermiculture is the most common type of worm
for composting. Jennifer WilberWorm Factory 360: Home Compost Easy Worm Factory 360 is a simple vermicomposting system to install and protect. It is so simple and take up very little space, everyone can start composting at home. This compost method works well indoors because it has no odors if it take up very little space and is properly maintained.
This article is true and the best of the author's knowledge is true. The content is for informational or recreational purposes only and does not replace personal advice or professional advice on business, financial, legal or technical matters.© On July 17, 2018, Jennifer WilberCommentsIndia Arnold of Northern, California:Good article. I did a show on worms. I
think there's four. It's a very interesting subject. Your 360 assembly looks like great hardware. Good luck! Jennifer Wilber (writer) Cleveland, Ohio ten July 16, 2018:I Started with the wormbox, but now I have an open stake for garden waste and excessive kitchen waste when I don't want the wormbox excessively. Peggy Woods in Houston, Texas, July 2018:I
there is a pile of open compost and will continue to use it instead but this was definitely very interesting to read. Thank you for this information. Information.
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